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It is shown how binary polynomial residue codes which are equivalent in 
error-correcting power to shortened Reed-Solomon (R-S) codes can be decoded 
efficiently with binary operations using the Berlekamp algorithm. For R-S 
codes correcting single error bursts, it is shown how the Chien search can be 
reduced by reducing the number of points substituted in the error location 
polynomial For certain cases, the amount of multiplications eeded to evaluate 
the error location polynomial t a given element of a Galois field can be reduced. 
This would apply to all BCH codes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Linear maximal distance (LMD) codes are those linear codes which have 
distance n - -  k + 1 where n is the length of the code and k is the number of 
information symbols. The best known LMD codes are the Reed-Solomon 
codes in which each symbol is a member of a Galois field. These codes are 
particularly attractive for single or multiple burst correction since a R-S  code 
over GF(2 0 can have its symbols expressed as s binary digits. Thus a burst 
of length s + 1 bits can affect at most two symbols. However, decoding of 
such a R-S code requires operations in GF(2 0 which are quite difficult to 
implement. MacWill iams (1970) investigated the existence of mappings of 
codes from the binary field, GF(2), to GF(2 0. The results were disappointing. 
Burton (1971) has constructed a binary code equal in error correcting power 
to a single error correcting R-S code. 
Recently it was shown (Mandelbaum, 1971) how R-S codes coded by 
means of the Chinese Remainder Theorem (Stone, 1960) could be decoded 
in a manner which would involve less computation for certain low rate codes. 
This decoding procedure used the Bcrlekam p algorithm (Berlekamp, 1968) 
but it was not necessary to find the roots of an error location polynomial  
Unfortunately, the decoding computation must still be done in a Galois field 
[such as GF(20]. 
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In the first portion of this paper it is shown how this decoding method 
can be used with polynomial residue codes (Stone, 1960, Bossen-Yau, 1969) 
over GF(2). The decoding procedure then uses binary operations exclusively. 
The Berlekamp algorithm is used. Since all operations are binary, this can 
be accomplished in an extremely efficient manner in a general or special 
purpose binary computer. The only drawback is that these codes utilize 
prime binary polynomials. In fact, the length of a code is determined by the 
number of such prime binary polynomials of a given degree. The number of 
such polynomials of degree s is definitely much less than the number of 
elements in GF(2 0. Thus these binary polynomials residue codes must be 
shorter than the R-S codes of equivalent symbol length (in binary) and 
distance. 
In Section III, it is shown how the Chien search (Chien, 1964) can be 
reduced for R-S codes used for single burst correction by reducing the 
number of elements at which the error location polynomial must be evaluated. 
In Section IV it is shown how existing mathematical techniques (Pan, 1966) 
can be used to reduce the number of multiplications ecessary toevaluate the 
error location polynomial at each element of the Galois field. This can be 
applied to all Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes. 
I I .  CODES CONSTRUCTED BY THE CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM 
Codes encoded using the Chinese remainder theorem were first introduced 
by Stone [2]. Let too(x), ml(x),... , mn_~(x) be prime polynomials over GF(q), 
each of degree c. Any polynomial f '(x) with coefficients in GF(q) and having 
degree less than ch can be encoded uniquely by a sequence A(x) of h residues: 
A(x) = {a0(x), a~(x),..., an_x(x)}, (1) 
where ai(x ) ~f ' (x)  rood mi(x ). f'(x) will be called the information polynomial, 
and a,(x) is the residue modulo mi(x). The degree of f '(x) must be less than 
the degree of M(x), where 
h--1 
M(x) = 1-I m,(x). 
i=0 
Given the residues ai(x ) such that ai(x ) has lower degree than m,(x), then 
the f'(x) corresponding to these as(x ) can be obtained. Because the ms(x) are 
relatively prime there must exist a unique polynomial zi(x ) such that 
(M(x)/ms(x)) zs(x) ~ 1 rood ms(x ) (2) 
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for all i since M(x)/mi(x) and mi(x) are relatively prime. Therefore, 
(M(x)/mi(x)) z~(x) ai(x ) -~ ai(x ) rood mi(x )
Any other polynomial u(x) such that (M(x)/mi(x)) ui(x ) ~ ai(x ) mod mi(x )
and such that the degree of ui(x ) is less than that of mi(x ) is given by ui(x ) =--- 
zi(x) ai(x ) rood mi(x ). 
In the following, we will write [ zi(x) ai(x)[~,(~) for z,(x) a~(x) mod m~(x). 
As a result of the above f ' (x )  can be written as 
h--1 
if(x) = ~ (M(x)lmi(x)) I zi(x) ai(x)l,~d~) . (3) 
i=O 
This sum is then unique by the Chinese remainder theorem since (3) has 
degree less than that of M(x). 
I f  b(x) corresponds to the residue sequence bo(x), bl(x),... , bn_l(X), then it 
is easily seen by means of (3) that if(x) + b(x) corresponds to the residue 
sequence {a0(x ) + bo(x),..., a~_l(X ) + bh_l(x)}. Thus it is easy to see that such 
sequences (1) form a vector spaee over GF(q) since the residues can be added 
component-wise. 
Bossen and Yau [3] show that the set of all such words (1) forms a group 
code of distance d if degf ' (x)  < c(h -- d + 1). The redundancy is defined 
as ch - -  1 - -  (degf'(x))  symbols. Thus if the redundancy is 2t residues or 2ct 
symbols over GF(q) then random errors in t residues can be corrected. The 
maximum length of f '(x) is hc -- 2ct symbols. 
In brief, the reason this code has distance 2t + 1, is that if k of the residues 
in (1) are zero where k /> h - -  2t, then the corresponding f ' (x )  is zero, since 
it cannot be divisible by h - -  2t prime polynomials of degree c unless f ' (x) 
is identically zero. In the succeeding we will use the information polynomial 
f (x) = x2~Cf'(x). (4) 
Thus there is no information in the lower 2ct symbols of f (x) .  The distance 
of the code is easily seen to remain the same. 
Given a received word (sequence of residues), the original information 
polynomial can be recaptured (if no errors have occurred) by 
k- -1 
f(x) = ~ (M(x)/mi(x)) [ zi(x) a,(x)l,~d~ ) . (5) 
i=O 
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If t errors have occurred in transmission then the received sequence of 
residues have the form 
V(x) = A(x) @ {0,..., eil(x), 0,..., O, ei2(x), O, ei,(x), 0,..., 0}. 
Performing the operation (5) on V(x) will yield 
v(x) = f(x) @ (M(x)/mij(x))yil(x) @ (M(x)/mi2(x))yi2(x) 
+ "" + (M(x)/mi,(x))yi,(x), (6) 
where (M(x)/mi~(x)) yik(x ) =-- eik(x ) mod m,k(x ) and the degree yi~(x) is less 
than that of mik(x ). 
I f  a correctable number of errors have occurred, then (6) must have at 
least one nonzero entry in the 2ct lowest order symbols, otherwise v(x) would 
be a code word. That is, if 
eh--1 
V(X) = Z ViX', 
i=0 
where v i is from GF(q), then some vj =/= 0 for 0 <~ j <~ 2ct - -  1 if no more 
than t errors have occurred. I f  no errors or an undetectable error has occurred 
then vj = 0 for 0 ~ j <~ 2ct - -  1. The error terms are given by 
S(x) = v(x) - - f (x) .  (7) 
Since f (x)  has zero coefficients for its 2ct lowest order terms, then the 2ct 
lowest order terms of v(x) are identical with the 2ct lowest order terms of S(x) 
which will be written as 
where 
S(x) = So + hx  + s~x 2 + "'" + s2**_lx 2c*-1 + "", 
si = vi , 0 <~ i <~ 2ct - -1 ,  
(8) 
and where v i are the coefficients of the polynomial v(x). 
From (6), 
M(x) 
j=l ~ y,j(x) = a(x), 
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whereyi~(x) is a polynomial of degree less than c over GF(q). For convenience, 
we write this as 
Then, 
where 
• M(x) m~yj (x  ) = S(x). 
5=1 ~ ] 
t 
y~(x)/m~(x) = S(x)/M(x) (9) 
j='t 
= So + six + "" + s~,~_lx a~-I + "'" (10) 
b o + blx + "" + b~,c_lx ~tc-1 4- b~t~x ~tc "'" ' 
me 
M(x) = ~ b,x i
i=O 
for some m > 2t. The symbols i and b, are from GF(q). Only terms of degree 
2tc - -  1 or lower need to be involved in the division represented by (10) in 
order to give a quotient with the correct 2tc lowest order terms. Therefore the 
result of (9) and (10) can be written as 
y,(x)/m,(x) = u o + uxx + ... + u2t,_xx 2*~-~ ... (11) 
j= l  
Since the degree ofy~(x) is less than the degree of mj(x), (11) can be written as 
P(x)/C(x), where 
and 
t 
C(x) = I-I ms(x) (12) 
j= l  
t 
P(x) = Z y~(x) I-I mk(x). (13) 
~=1 k#j  
I f  q = 2, then C(0) = 1, since it was assumed that all mi(x) have nonzero 
constant erms. Also C(x) and P(x) have no common factors since the mi(x) 
are irreducible and the degree ofyi(x) is less than c. 
It is seen that there exists some P(x)/C(x) whose lowest order 2tc terms are 
given by u0, u~ ,..., u~o_ 1. Moreover, C(x) must have degree less than tc + 1 
and P(x) has degree less than C(x) by the error correcting ability of the code. 
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Therefore the Berlekamp-Massey linear feedback shift register synthesis 
algorithm can be used to find P(x) and C(x), Berlekamp (1968), Massey, (1969). 
These polynomials are unique since C(0) = 1, for q = 2. The correct result 
is now 
f (x) -- M(x) P(x)/C(x). (14) 
Note that this is not the transmitted vector (1) but the correct polynomial 
value obtained using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Note that only part 
of the division P(x)/C(x) must be done since the 2tc lowest order terms are 
the terms u o , Ul , . . . ,  u2te-1 • 
It should be noted that all encoding and decoding operations are done in 
binary, that is, they are addition, multiplication or division over GF(2). 
Accordingly, these operations can be done in a general prupose computer or 
in special purpose logic. 
The most involved computation i the decoding process is (3). The same 
result is given by 
h 
f(x) = ~ (M(x) zi(x)/mi(x)) a,(x) mod M. (15) 
i=1 
This computation may be more easily performed than (3). The already com- 
puted terms M(x) zi(x)/mi(x) for all i would be stored. Then h multiplications, 
h --  1 binary and one division over GF(2) would be needed. The division 
would require only at most c -- 1 quotient erms before the remainder of less 
degree than M(x) is obtained. On the other hand, for R-S codes h 2 multi- 
plications in GF(2 s) are required (Mandelbaum, 1971). Each multiplication 
requires 3 table look-ups (in a general purpose computer Michelson, 1969, to 
determine the logs and antilog of the elements involved.) Another division is 
needed to obtain (10). This would require 2tc quotient erms. The Berlekamp 
algorithm (Berlekamp, 1968; Massey, 1969) then used to obtain P(x)/C(x) 
and a multiplication followed by an addition will yield the final result (14). 
It should be noted that these operations can be implemented in a special- 
purpose computer as well as in a general purpose stored program computer. 
Such a special purpose computer would have shift registers to do the multi- 
plications and divisions. For example, the residue terms ai(x ) could be 
multiplied by M(x) zi(x)/mi(x ) in a shift register. The feedback connections 
would change for each term Mi(x ) zi(x)/mi(x ). Such a shift register could 
operate at a higher bit rate than the incoming data rate. Thus only one or 
a few shift registers would be needed to operate at real time. 
The only drawback is that the length of these LMD codes is shorter than 
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the equivalent R-S codes. For example, the R-S code over GF(21°) has 
maximum length 2 l° - -  1 (or length 10(2 l° --  1) in binary digits). The corre- 
sponding binary polynomial residue codes have maximum length 99 symbols 
(or 990 binary digits) since there are 99 prime binary polynomials of degree 10 
(Elspas 1959). However, these codes may have definite application for burst 
correction in which a shorter code (for less guard space) is required. 
I I I .  DECODING OF R-S CODES FOR BURST CORRECTION 
Linear maximal-distance codes are extremely efficient for burst error 
correction since c or less errors in a single residue is equivalent to a single 
random error. Therefore a code having 2t redundant residues each of length 
c bits can correct a burst of length (t --  1)c + 1 bits. 
Reed-Solomon (1960) codes are the longest linear maximal distance codes. 
They are a subset of Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenhem (BCH) codes and are 
generated by polynomials whose coefficients are in GF(q*). In fact, every 
symbol of a code word is a member of qS. I f  q =- 2, each symbol can be 
encoded as s binary digits. R-S codes are decoded using the Berlekamp 
algorithm; however, one of the steps in the decoding procedure is to find 
the roots of the error location polynomial: 
~(x) = ~0 + ~1 x + ~2 x~ + "" + % x~, (16) 
where ai is in GF(2 ~) and 0 < v ~< t. The roots of a(x) are the inverses of 
the error location numbers. The term a~ is the product of the inverses of 
the v error location numbers. The error location numbers are powers of a 
primitive element = in GF(2~): 
~a, ~,..., ~-1 .  (17) 
I f  a burst error occurs, then the location numbers affected should be close; 
that is, the exponents of a will be close in value. Therefore, the exponents of 
the inverses will be close in value since cJa 2"-1-i ~ 1. Let 
~ = ~ = ~3~ ""  ~ 
= ~1~ . . .  ~o ,  (18) 
or  
where n = 2* --  1. 
q) 
u = ~ pl mod n 
i=1  
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Now assume that the code has 2t redundant symbols or distance 2t + 1. 
Therefore a burst that affects at most t symbols in a row can be corrected. 
From the exponent of ~u ~ a, it is possible to obtain some candidates for an 
approximate location of the burst. Let 
K = u + kn, (19) 
where k is an integer. Then the burst exists between the inverse location 
numbers 
([K/v - -  t/2], [K/v + t/2] + 1) mod n. (20) 
Thus it is sufficient to test as roots of a(x) those exponents in the range of (20) 
for K given by (19). I f  t < n/t, then not all powers of ~ have to be tested for 
roots of a(x). Thus a saving in finding the roots of the error location polynomial 
(the Chien search) may be achieved if single burst errors occur. This method 
may be particularly useful for decoding in a general purpose computer, 
Michelson (1969). It is seen that no harm is done if random errors happen 
since then the testing must continue outside the limits of (20) when these 
values do not satisfy a(x). 
IV.  EVALUATION OF THE ERROR LOCATION POLYNOMIAL 
In decoding of BCH codes (including R-$ codes), the error location 
polynomial a(x) must be evaluated for ~ and various values of i. I f  random 
errors occur, then all ~ for 1 ~ i ~ 2 s - -  1 may have to be substituted in 
a(x) to test for zero. The standard method (Horner's method of evaluating 
a(x) is by means of 
~(x) = (... (((~vx + ~v_l)x + ~_~)x + ..- + %). (21) 
This involves nmultiplications and n additions. There are known mathematical 
methods for transforming a polynomial so that less multiplications are required 
for the evaluation of the polynomial at any number of points (Pan, 1966). It 
has been shown (Pan, 1966) that the lower limit on the number of multiplica- 
tions needed to evaluate a(x) (not counting those used in the transformation 
process) is Iv/2] + 1 where ~(x) is given by (16). 
For example, consider the equation 
a(x) = a~x 5 + a4x 4 + a3x 3 + a2x 2 + alx + a o . (22) 
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Pan (1966) shows that this equation can be written as 
a(x) = as({(x + ba)(x 2+ b2) + b3}{x 2 + ba} + bs) 
= as(x 5 + bl x4 + (b~ + b,) x a + (b 3 + blba) x ~ + b~b4x + baba). (23) 
Note that (23) requires only 4 multiplications, 3 if a 5 = 1. Equating the 
coefficients of (23) and (22), the bi can be evaluated by a set of simple linear 
equations. This involves a total of 7 divisions, 2 multiplications and 4 subtrac- 
tions. Since a division is equivalent to a mukiplication for Galois Field 
operations done on a general purpose computer, it is seen that the computation 
in the transformation is small compared to that needed for evaluation of (22) 
over a set of points. Unfortunately, the transformation of other degree 
polynomials may require the solution of quadratic or higher degree quations. 
Also some of the transformations cannot be carried out over GF(2 0 since they 
require division by 2. This is the case for a fourth degree polynomial. 
Pan (1966) gives a scheme for evaluation of a polynomial (afteI" transforma- 
tion of the coefficients) of degree t in which only [t/2] + 1 multiplications are 
necessary. It consists of the following steps: 
Po = 1, 
p~ = x(x + hi), 
P4 = (P2 + b2)(P2 -1- x + b3) + b4, 
P2~+2 = P~,(Pz + b2,+a) + b~,+~ (i = 2, 3,..., k - -  1), (24) 
a(x) = t " 'p~ for t = 2k, 
~a~xp~ + a o for t=2k+l .  
The calculation of the bi's involves olving of a quadratic or higher equation. 
Unfortunately for t = 4j and t = 4j + 1, division by two is required to 
determine the bi and therefore this method cannot be used. However, for 
other degrees the transformation (24) is applicable. For example, for a sixth 
degree Eq. (24) can be used so that only 4 multiplications are required to 
evaluate the resulting transformed polynomial. If an = 1, then only 3 
multiplications are necessary. A quadratic equations must be solved to find 
the b~. It should be noted that only under certain conditions can a quadratic 
equation over a Galois Field be solved (Berlekamp, Rumsey, and Solomon, 
1967). 
However Pan (1966) has another transformation which for a sixth degree 
polynomial requires 5 multiplications (4 if a e = 1) and only linear equations 
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are used in finding the transformed polynomial. This construction is (for a tth 
degree polynomial): 
P0 = X2, 
Po' = Po + x, 
P4(i) = (Po' + b4i-2)(Po + b4,-1) + b4, (i = 1, 2 ..... k), 
P4i+l = P4i-3P~ i) + b,i+l, (25) 
P4~+~ = P4e+I(Po + b4~+2) + b4k+3, 
* ta~p~ for t=4k+l ,4k+3,  a(x) = Z ajx  
j=o ta~xp,-I + ao for t = 4k + 2, 4k + 4. 
For a seventh degree polynomial the following construction (Pan, 1966) 
yields a transformed polynomial that can be evaluated with 5 multiplications 
(4 if a 7 = 1): 
PO ~ X2~ 
Pl ~ x + bl,  
P2i+~ = P~-x(Po + b2i) + b2i+l (i = 1, 2,..., k), (26) 
a(x) = p2k+l(X) = a2k+lP2/e+l , 
where the degree of the polynomial is t = 2k + 1. Unfortunately, for t = 7, 
a cubic equation must be solved in the transformation process. This cannot 
always be done in a finite field (Chien, Cunningham and Oldham, 1969). 
While an eighth degree polynomial over GF(2 0 cannot be converted into 
a form requiring a smaller number of multiplications by (24), the transforma- 
tion (25) can be used. The actual transformation for a particular polynomial 
requires again a cubic equation to be solved. The resulting polynomial form 
requires 6 multiplications (5 if a s = 1) for every point at which it is evaluated. 
It would seem that for a Chien search conducted in a general purpose 
computer, transformation of the error location polynomial into a form that 
requires less multiplications for evaluation would result in a saving in time 
for the decoding process, particularly for larger finite fields. Multiplications 
of finite field elements are very time consuming compared to addition. 
However, these transformations may not always be possible for a particular 
error location polynomial since in some cases quadratics and cubics may have 
to be solved. For this reason the procedures of this section seem limited to 
stored program computers. 
64312o]3-4 
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APPENDIX:  ERROR CORRECTION FOR ERASURES FOR POLYNOMIAL 
RESIDUE CODES ENCODED BY THE CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM 
Assume that the received residues ail, aim ,..., ai, are erased by the channel 
where e ~ d - -  1. Then these residues are simply dropped from the received 
sequence (1). Then the new product of moduli M'(x) is given by 
M M'(x) -~ (x)/j~=~ mq(x), (27) 
where the mij(x) are the moduli corresponding to the erased residues. Let 
m(x) = I-L=I mi (x) and let S be the set {il, i 2 .... , i,}. There exists a unique 
polynomial z'(x) such that 
(M'(x)/mi(x)) zi'(x) ~ 1 mod m,(x), (28) 
where i is not in S. 
LEMMA. 
Proof. 
Then 
z~'(x) ~ z,(x) re(x) mod m,(x) for i not in S. 
Assume that 
zi'(x ) ==- zi(x ) m(x) mod miCx ). 
I M'(x) 
M(x) zi(x) m(x) ~,(~) ~ 1. 
m(x) mi(x ) Q.E.D. 
decoding procedure for nonerasure errors now continues as in 
(29) 
where f '(x) now has degree less than c(h -- d -- e + 1). It should be noted 
that e erasures and t errors can be corrected if e + 2t < d where d, the 
distance, is one greater than the number of redundant residues transmitted. 
if(x) = ~ (M'(x)/mi(x)) [~.it(x) ai(X)Imi(x) , 
i¢s 
The 
Section I I  with M(x) replaced by M'(x) and zi(x) replaced by zi'(x ). In other 
words, (3) becomes 
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